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"This book is truly epic. . . . The reader will probably wish there was a thousand more pages." —The Huffington Post Picking up
where Fall of Giants, the first novel in the extraordinary Century Trilogy, left off, Winter of the World follows its five interrelated
families—American, German, Russian, English, and Welsh—through a time of enormous social, political, and economic turmoil,
beginning with the rise of the Third Reich, through the great dramas of World War II, and into the beginning of the long Cold War.
Carla von Ulrich, born of German and English parents, finds her life engulfed by the Nazi tide until daring to commit a deed of
great courage and heartbreak . . . . American brothers Woody and Chuck Dewar, each with a secret, take separate paths to
momentous events, one in Washington, the other in the bloody jungles of the Pacific . . . . English student Lloyd Williams discovers
in the crucible of the Spanish Civil War that he must fight Communism just as hard as Fascism . . . . Daisy Peshkov, a driven
social climber, cares only for popularity and the fast set until war transforms her life, while her cousin Volodya carves out a position
in Soviet intelligence that will affect not only this war but also the war to come.
AMERICA’S #1 BESTSELLING TELEVISION BOOK WITH MORE THAN HALF A MILLION COPIES IN PRINT– NOW REVISED
AND UPDATED! PROGRAMS FROM ALL SEVEN COMMERCIAL BROADCAST NETWORKS, MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
CABLE NETWORKS, PLUS ALL MAJOR SYNDICATED SHOWS! This is the must-have book for TV viewers in the new
millennium–the entire history of primetime programs in one convenient volume. It’s a guide you’ll turn to again and again for
information on every series ever telecast. There are entries for all the great shows, from evergreens like The Honeymooners, All in
the Family, and Happy Days to modern classics like 24, The Office, and Desperate Housewives; all the gripping sci-fi series, from
Captain Video and the new Battle Star Galactica to all versions of Star Trek; the popular serials, from Peyton Place and Dallas to
Dawson’s Creek and Ugly Betty; the reality show phenomena American Idol, Survivor, and The Amazing Race; and the hits on
cable, including The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Top Chef, The Sopranos, Curb Your Enthusiasm, Project Runway, and
SpongeBob SquarePants. This comprehensive guide lists every program alphabetically and includes a complete broadcast
history, cast, and engaging plot summary–along with exciting behind-the-scenes stories about the shows and the stars. MORE
THAN 500 ALL-NEW LISTINGS from Heroes and Grey’s Anatomy to 30 Rock and Nip/Tuck UPDATES ON CONTINUING
SHOWS such as CSI, Gilmore Girls, The Simpsons, and The Real World EXTENSIVE CABLE COVERAGE with more than 1,000
entries, including a description of the programming on each major cable network AND DON’T MISS the exclusive and updated
“Ph.D. Trivia Quiz” of 200 questions that will challenge even the most ardent TV fan, plus a streamlined guide to TV-related
websites for those who want to be constantly up-to-date SPECIAL FEATURES! • Annual program schedules at a glance for the
past 61 years • Top-rated shows of each season • Emmy Award winners • Longest-running series • Spin-off series • Theme
songs • A fascinating history of TV “This is the Guinness Book of World Records . . . the Encyclopedia Britannica of television!”
–TV Guide
A Newbery Honor Book New York Times Bestseller “Wolf Hollow has stayed with me long after I closed the book. It has the feel of
an instant classic." —Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist and New York Times bestselling author of A Long Walk to Water “This
book matters.” —Sara Pennypacker, New York Times bestselling author of Pax Despite growing up in the shadows cast by two
world wars, Annabelle has lived a mostly quiet, steady life in her small Pennsylvania town. Until the day new student Betty
Glengarry walks into her class. Betty quickly reveals herself to be cruel and manipulative, and though her bullying seems isolated
at first, it quickly escalates. Toby, a reclusive World War I veteran, soon becomes the target of Betty’s attacks. While others see
Toby’s strangeness, Annabelle knows only kindness. And as tensions mount in their small community, Annabelle must find the
courage to stand as a lone voice for justice. The brilliantly crafted debut of Newbery Honor– and Scott O'Dell Award–winning
author Lauren Wolk (Beyond the Bright Sea, Echo Mountain), Wolf Hollow is a haunting tale of America at a crossroads and a time
when one girl’s resilience, strength, and compassion help to illuminate the darkest corners of history.
Ranging across nearly three millennia of Western history, from Greek athletic competitions to the current body-building craze, the
author explores and celebrates the erotic side of sports as seen in literature, art, television, and movies. UP.
A Lit Hub Best Book of 2016 • One of Electric Literature's Best Novels of 2016 • An Entropy Best Book of 2016 “The duchess
herself would be delighted at her resurrection in Margaret the First...Dutton expertly captures the pathos of a woman whose
happiness is furrowed with the anxiety of underacknowledgment.” —Katharine Grant, The New York Times Book Review Margaret
the First dramatizes the life of Margaret Cavendish, the shy, gifted, and wildly unconventional 17th–century Duchess. The
eccentric Margaret wrote and published volumes of poems, philosophy, feminist plays, and utopian science fiction at a time when
"being a writer" was not an option open to women. As one of the Queen's attendants and the daughter of prominent Royalists, she
was exiled to France when King Charles I was overthrown. As the English Civil War raged on, Margaret met and married William
Cavendish, who encouraged her writing and her desire for a career. After the War, her work earned her both fame and infamy in
England: at the dawn of daily newspapers, she was "Mad Madge," an original tabloid celebrity. Yet Margaret was also the first
woman to be invited to the Royal Society of London—a mainstay of the Scientific Revolution—and the last for another two hundred
years. Margaret the First is very much a contemporary novel set in the past. Written with lucid precision and sharp cuts through
narrative time, it is a gorgeous and wholly new approach to imagining the life of a historical woman. "In Margaret the First, there is
plenty of room for play. Dutton’s work serves to emphasize the ambiguities of archival proof, restoring historical narratives to what
they have perhapsalways already been: provoking and serious fantasies,convincing reconstructions, true fictions.”—Lucy Ives, The
New Yorker “Danielle Dutton engagingly embellishes the life of Margaret the First, the infamousDuchess of
Newcastle–upon–Tyne.” —Vanity Fair
In recent years the ‘body’ has become one of the most popular areas of study in the arts, humanities and social sciences.
Bodybuilding, in particular, continues to be of interest to scholars of gender, media, film, cultural studies and sociology. However,
there is surprisingly little scholarship available on contemporary bodybuilding. Critical Readings in Bodybuilding is the first
collection to address the contemporary practice of bodybuilding, especially the way in which the activity has become increasingly
more extreme and to consider much neglected debates of gender, eroticism, and sexuality related to the activity. Featuring the
leading scholars of bodybuilding and the body as well as emerging voices, this volume will be a key addition to the fields of
Sociology, Sport Studies, and Cultural Studies.
The Dinka have a connoisseur's appreciation of the patterns and colours of the markings on their cattle. The Japanese tea
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ceremony is regarded as a performance art. Some cultures produce carving but no drawing; others specialize in poetry. Yet
despite the rich variety of artistic expression to be found across many cultures, we all share a deep sense of aesthetic pleasure.
The need to create art of some form is found in every human society. In iThe Art Instinct/i, Denis Dutton exploresthe idea that this
need has an evolutionary basis: how the feelings that we all share when we see a wonderful landscape or a beautiful sunset
evolved as a useful adaptation in our hunter-gather ancestors, and have been passed on to us today, manifest in our artistic
natures. Why do people indulge in displaying their artistic skills? How can we understand artistic genius? Why do we value art, and
what is it for? These questions have long been asked by scholars in the humanities and in literature, but this is the first book to
consider the biological basis of this deep human need. This sparking and intelligent book looks at these deep and fundamental
questions, and combines the science of evolutionary psychology with aesthetics, to shed new light on longstanding questions
about the nature of art.
Anyone who reads the papers or watches the evening news is all too familiar with how variations of the word monster are used to
describe unthinkable acts of violence. Jeffrey Dahmer, Timothy McVeigh, and O. J. Simpson were all monsters if we are to believe
the mass media. Even Bill Clinton was depicted with the term during the Monica Lewinsky scandal. But why is so much energy
devoted in our culture to the making of monsters? Why are Americans so transfixed by transgression? What is at stake when the
exclamatory gestures of horror films pass for descriptive arguments in courtrooms, ethical speech in political commentary, or the
bedrock of mainstream journalism? In a study that is at once an analysis of popular culture, a polemic on religious and secular
rhetoric, and an ethics of representation, Edward Ingebretsen searches for answers. At Stake explores the social construction of
monstrousness in public discourse-tabloids, television, magazines, sermons, and popular fiction. Ingebretsen argues that the
monster serves a moralizing function in our culture, demonstrating how not to be in order to enforce prevailing standards of
behavior and personal conduct. The boys who shot up Columbine High School, for instance, personify teen rebellion taken
perilously too far. Susan Smith, the South Carolinian who murdered her two children, embodies the hazards of maternal neglect.
Andrew Cunanan, who killed Gianni Versace, among others, characterizes the menace of predatory sexuality. In a biblical sense,
monsters are not unlike omens from the gods. The dreadful consequences of their actions inspire fear in our hearts, and warn us
by example.
In 1961 the 22-year-old Mike Brown joined the New Zealand artist, Ross Crothall, in an old terrace house in inner Sydney's
Annandale. Over the following two years the artists filled the house with a remarkable body of work. Launched with an equally
extraordinary exhibition, the movement they called Imitation Realism introduced collage, assemblage and installation to Australian
art for the first time. Laying the groundwork for a distinctive Australian postmodernism, Imitation Realism was also the first
Australian art movement to respond in a profound way to Aboriginal art, and to the tribal art of New Guinea and the Pacific region.
By the mid-1960s Brown was already the most controversial figure in Australian art. In 1963 a key work was thrown out of a major
travelling exhibition for being overtly sexual; a year later he publicly attacked Sydney artists and critics for having failed the test of
integrity. Finally, in 1966-67, Brown became the only Australian artist to have been successfully prosecuted for obscenity. Brown
spent the last 28 years of his life in Melbourne, where his reputation for radicalism and nonconformity was cemented with his
multiplicity of styles, exploration of themes of sexuality, and transgressive commitment to the ideal of street art and graffiti. Against
a background of the counter-culture and the social and political upheavals of the 1960s and 1970s, Brown's art and remarkable life
of personal and creative struggle is without parallel in Australian art.
The Art of Control Engineering provides a refreshingly new and practical treatment of the study of control systems. The opening
chapters assume no prior knowledge of the subject and are suitable for use in introductory courses. The material then progresses
smoothly to more advanced topics such as nonlinear systems, Kalman filtering, robust control, multivariable systems and discrete
event controllers. Taking a practical perspective, the text demonstrates how the various techniques fit into the overall picture of
control and stresses the ingenuity required in choosing the best tool for each job and deciding how to apply it. The most important
topics are revisited at appropriate levels throughout the book, building up progressively deeper layers of knowledge. The Art of
Control Engineering is an essential core text for undergraduate degree courses in control, electrical and electronic, systems and
mechanical engineering. Its broad, practical coverage will also be very useful to postgraduate students and practising engineers.
From one of America’s best-known biologists, a revolutionary new way of thinking about evolution that shows “why, in light of our
origins, humans are still special” (Edward J. Larson, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Evolution). Once we had a special place in
the hierarchy of life on Earth—a place confirmed by the literature and traditions of every human tribe. But then the theory of
evolution arrived to shake the tree of human understanding to its roots. To many of the most passionate advocates for Darwin’s
theory, we are just one species among multitudes, no more significant than any other. Even our minds are not our own, they tell
us, but living machines programmed for nothing but survival and reproduction. In The Human Instinct, Brown University biologist
Kenneth R. Miller “confronts both lay and professional misconceptions about evolution” (Publishers Weekly, starred review),
showing that while evolution explains how our bodies and brains were shaped, that heritage does not limit or predetermine human
behavior. In fact, Miller argues in this “highly recommended” (Forbes) work that it is only thanks to evolution that we have the
power to shape our destiny. Equal parts natural science and philosophy, The Human Instinct makes an “absorbing, lucid, and
engaging…case that it was evolution that gave us our humanity” (Ursula Goodenough, professor of biology at Washington
University in St. Louis).
In his own bestselling tradition of Eye of the Needle and The Key to Rebecca, Ken Follett delivers a breathtaking novel of
suspense set in the most dangerous days of World War II. D-Day is approaching. They don’t know where or when, but the
Germans know it’ll be soon, and for Felicity “Flick” Clariet, the stakes have never been higher. A senior agent in the ranks of the
Special Operations Executive (SOE) responsible for sabotage, Flick has survived to become one of Britain’s most effective
operatives in Northern France. She knows that the Germans’ ability to thwart the Allied attack depends upon their lines of
communications, and in the days before the invasion no target is of greater strategic importance than the largest telephone
exchange in Europe. But when Flick and her Resistance-leader husband try a direct, head-on assault that goes horribly wrong, her
world turns upside down. Her group destroyed, her husband missing, her superiors unsure of her, her own confidence badly
shaken, she has one last chance at the target, but the challenge, once daunting, is now near impossible. The new plan requires an
all-woman team, none of them professionals, to be assembled and trained within days. Code-named the Jackdaws, they will
attempt to infiltrate the exchange under the noses of the Germans—but the Germans are waiting for them now and have plans of
their own. There are secrets Flick does not know—secrets within the German ranks, secrets among her hastily recruited team,
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secrets among those she trusts the most. And as the hours tick down to the point of no return, most daunting of all, there are
secrets within herself. . . . Filled with the powerful storytelling, unforgettable characters, and authentic detail that have become his
hallmarks, Jackdaws is Ken Follett writing at the height of his powers.
Eager to develop embedded systems? These systems don't tolerate inefficiency, so you may need a more disciplined approach to
programming. This easy-to-read book helps you cultivate a host of good development practices, based on classic software design
patterns as well as new patterns unique to embedded programming. You not only learn system architecture, but also specific
techniques for dealing with system constraints and manufacturing requirements. Written by an expert who's created embedded
systems ranging from urban surveillance and DNA scanners to children’s toys, Making Embedded Systems is ideal for
intermediate and experienced programmers, no matter what platform you use. Develop an architecture that makes your software
robust and maintainable Understand how to make your code smaller, your processor seem faster, and your system use less power
Learn how to explore sensors, motors, communications, and other I/O devices Explore tasks that are complicated on embedded
systems, such as updating the software and using fixed point math to implement complex algorithms
THE NARROW VIEW is one of the most discussed adult and children's books of our time. Featuring a village of people and a tree,
the plot focuses on both characters. The village of people live in a very uncomfortable world they have grown accustomed to. But
they discover an amazing giant Red Wood tree that offers them a different and more perfect world, a protected world, a world they
have always dreamed of, a comfortable world. The people of the village suddenly find themselves happier than they have ever
been, until one day¿ something familiar begins to stir inside their inner being. They aren't exactly sure what it is, but it is familiar.
And so they gather in the shade and comfort of the giant Red Wood tree looking up at all its beauty and strength and begin making
excuses. And soon the excuses turn to frustration, and the frustration turns to anger, and the anger turns to action. What follows is
a very surprising and almost unpredictable reaction based on the only thing they knew, the very thing they have grown
accustomed to, their very narrow view.The book is intentionally ambiguous but explodes with an incredible learning lesson of life
unadorned. It is the realistic assessment of the human condition and a stark viewpoint of relationships that begin happily, but
unpredictably end sadly because one partner cannot help but to destroy all that is good¿a by-product or habit originating from their
own dysfunctional history. The themes reside anywhere between those intended for adults and those for children.
A detailed account of the CF-105 Arrow, the plane that was supposed to put Canada on the map as a leader in supersonic flight technology.
Bring a new level of innovation into your landscape drawings. This book is aimed at artists who wish to explore new ways of using a variety of
drawing media to create striking, dramatic landscapes. The author, Robert Dutton, works in a loose style and combines media such as liquid
graphite, inks, metallic inks, charcoal and water-soluble painting and drawing pastels. He also experiments with collage work. Predominantly
focusing on working in black and white, Drawing Dramatic Landscapes explores basic drawing techniques using a limited range of media,
then introduces new techniques and products as the reader progresses. This is a highly instructive guide to the techniques Robert himself
uses, with numerous exercises and larger step-by-step projects throughout the book showing how he works. Alongside these will be
numerous examples of the author's finished artworks accompanied by informative captions explaining the methods used to create them,
thereby providing both instruction and inspiration. Robert works outdoors from life much of the time, finishing his artworks in the studio later.
His work is both achievable and aspirational, making this a highly attractive book for artists of all abilities.
A Finalist for the National Book Award When Ada leaves home for her freshman year at a Historically Black College, it’s the first time she’s
ever been so far from her family—and the first time that she’s been able to make her own choices and to seek her place in this new world. As
she stumbles deeper into the world of dance and explores her sexuality, she also begins to wrestle with her past—her mother’s struggle with
addiction, her Nigerian father’s attempts to make a home for her. Ultimately, Ada discovers she needs to brush off the destiny others have
chosen for her and claim full ownership of her body and her future. “Candice Iloh’s beautifully crafted narrative about family, belonging,
sexuality, and telling our deepest truths in order to be whole is at once immensely readable and ultimately healing.”—Jacqueline Woodson,
New York Times Bestselling Author of Brown Girl Dreaming “An essential—and emotionally gripping and masterfully written and compulsively
readable—addition to the coming-of-age canon.”—Nic Stone, New York Times Bestselling Author of Dear Martin “This is a story about the
sometimes toxic and heavy expectations set onthe backs of first-generation children, the pressures woven into the familydynamic, culturally
and socially. About childhood secrets with sharp teeth. And ultimately, about a liberation that taunts every young person.” —Jason Reynolds,
New York Times Bestselling Author of Long Way Down
Environmentalists worry about too much carbon dioxide, but what's too little? What if global financiers manipulated the global warming crisis
to gain control over humanity's resources, freedoms, and population? What if someone with the financial and technical abilities decided
mankind was a virus and used carbon dioxide trapping technology to plunge population levels by crashing life-essential CO2 to new lows?
These are questions Anna Picard must face in The Carbon Trap, the first book in The Carbon Series. At the height of the global warming
crisis, the United Nations attempts to control all carbon emissions, and authorizes a series of programs it deems necessary to save humanity.
A progressive US government enthusiastically endorses the UN Carbon Trapping program, and to help pay for it, will impose carbon taxes,
draconian regulations, and... it will secretly sell Alaska. Anna Picard is an amoral fixer, an employee of Agenda 21 member and global
financier Alexis Swanson had trained to help recruit his corporate army and neutralize his enemies. It is her job to unleash a global hacker
network to help destroy the carbon based industries and funnel insider-trading profits to Swanson. One of her recruits is Dr. Sven Johansson,
a brilliant geneticist and President of Snath Biotechnology, who designs life forms to trap CO2. But Sven has more ambitious plans. At a UN
conference in the Maldives held to impose draconian carbon regulations, not everyone is happy, some industrial executives realize data has
been falsified. To protect her scheme, Anna frames one of the execs for murder. Her plans are complicated when she falls in love with Dr.
Pete Heyward, the son of the man she framed for murder. Pete is a US Marine amputee who sees past her malevolent deeds and tries to
rejuvenate the morality of her youth. After a series of genetically modified carbon trapping life forms is unleashed upon the Earth, Anna must
confront the evils she helped unleash, and prevent an even bigger disaster from unfolding that would destroy most life on Earth. This is a hightech ecological thriller that takes the reader from the Maldives, to the French Riviera, and the heartland of Texas. It introduces cutting edge
technologies and concepts, used for the first time in a novel, that reveal striking implications for society.
"But this scholarly achievement was in many ways matched by the part he played in the intellectual and cultural life of New Zealand in his
time. A prolific writer and critic he became committed to making New Zealand a more lively and civilised place to live, and through his work at
Victoria University, his teaching, his involvement with the New Zealand Council for Civil Liberties and the New Zealand Historic Places Trust among many such organisations - his influence was far reaching." "Drawing on J.C. Beaglehole's own writing, especially his sparkling
unpublished letters, the author has woven together all the aspects of his father's life into an immensely readable narrative. The two chapters
on Beaglehole's work on James Cook create a picture of the historical scholar at work, and give the book an international
significance."--BOOK JACKET.
“Cukier and his co-authors have a more ambitious project than Kahneman and Harari. They don’t want to just point out how powerfully we
are influenced by our perspectives and prejudices—our frames. They want to show us that these frames are tools, and that we can optimise
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their use.” —Forbes From pandemics to populism, AI to ISIS, wealth inequity to climate change, humanity faces unprecedented challenges
that threaten our very existence. The essential tool that will enable humanity to find the best way foward is defined in Framers by
internationally renowned authors Kenneth Cukier, Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, and Francis de Véricourt. To frame is to make a mental model
that enables us to make sense of new situations. Frames guide the decisions we make and the results we attain. People have long focused
on traits like memory and reasoning, leaving framing all but ignored. But with computers becoming better at some of those cognitive tasks,
framing stands out as a critical function—and only humans can do it. This book is the first guide to mastering this human ability. Illustrating
their case with compelling examples and the latest research, authors Cukier, Mayer-Schönberger, and de Véricourt examine: · Why advice to
“think outside the box” is useless · How Spotify beat Apple by reframing music as an experience · How the #MeToo twitter hashtag reframed
the perception of sexual assault · The disaster of framing Covid-19 as equivalent to seasonal flu, and how framing it akin to SARS delivered
New Zealand from the pandemic Framers shows how framing is not just a way to improve how we make decisions in the era of
algorithms—but why it will be a matter of survival for humanity in a time of societal upheaval and machine prosperity.
One of E! News' 13 Books to Read This September | One of Bookish's Debuts to Read in the Second Half of 2021 | One of Medium's Best
Releases Out Today “Hazel Hayes writes with such honesty and casual confidence and flowing dialogue, you feel you are overhearing it
rather than reading it. The writing sparkles with wit and a poignant emotional reality. I love it.”—Matt Haig, bestselling author of The Midnight
Library “A smart, touching, time-bending romance. Funny and affecting.”—David Nicholls, bestselling author of One Day and Sweet Sorrow
For anyone who has loved and lost, and lived to tell the tale, this gorgeously written debut is a love story told in reverse, a modern novel with
the heart of a classic: truthful, tragic, and ultimately full of hope. Out of Love begins at the end. A couple call it quits after nearly five years,
and while holding a box of her ex-boyfriend’s belongings, the young woman wonders: How could they have spent so long together? When
did they fall out of love? Were there good times before the bad? These are the questions we obsess over when a relationship ends, even
when obsessing can do no good. But instead of moving forward through the emotional fallout of a break-up, Out of Love moves backward in
time, weaving together an already unraveled tapestry, from tragic ending to magical first kiss. Each chapter jumps further into the past, mining
their history for the days and details that might help us understand love; how it happens and why it sometimes falls apart. Readers of Normal
People; Goodbye, Vitamin; and One Day will adore this bittersweet romance, a sparkling debut that you won’t want to miss.

A satire of traditional Christmas stories and noir. A hardboiled elf is framed for murder in a North Pole world that plays
reindeer games for keeps, and where favorite holiday characters live complex lives beyond December. Fired from his
longtime job as captain of the Coal Patrol, two-foot-three inch 1,300-year-old elf Gumdrop Coal is angry. He's one of
Santa's original elves, inspired by the fat man's vision to bring joy to children on that one special day each year. But
somewhere along the way things went sour for Gumdrop. Maybe it was delivering one too many lumps of coal for the
Naughty List. Maybe it's the conspiracy against Christmas that he's starting to sense down every chimney. Either way,
North Pole disillusionment is nothing new: Some elves brood with a bottle of nog, trying to forget their own wish list.
Some get better. Some get bitter. Gumdrop Coal wants revenge. Justice is the only thing he knows, and so he decides to
give a serious wakeup call to parents who can't keep their vile offspring from landing on the Naughty List. But when one
parent winds up dead, his eye shot out with a Red Ryder Carbine-Action Two-Hundred-Shot Range Model BB gun,
Gumdrop Coal must learn who framed him and why. Along the way he'll escape the life-sucking plants of the Mistletoe
Forrest, battle the infamous Tannenbomb Giant, and survive a close encounter with twelve very angry drummers and
their violent friends. The horrible truth lurking behind the gingerbread doors of Kringle Town could spell the end of
Christmas-and of the fat man himself. Holly Jolly!
Drew Barrymore has always done things in her own unique way—including how she cooks, lives, and finds happiness at
home. In her first lifestyle and cookbook, Drew shares recipes, stories from her life, and personal photos that show how
she lives a healthy, delicious, and joyful life through her own rebellious brand of homemaking. In her first lifestyle book,
Drew Barrymore will take you inside her kitchen and her life, sharing thirty-six amazing recipes, from Soft-Scrambled
Yuzu Kosho Eggs to Brie and Apple Grilled Cheese to Harissa Spaghetti, which she developed along with chef Pilar
Valdes, a personal friend and a regular guest on Drew’s CBS talk show. The book will also feature beautiful photos,
many taken by Drew herself, as well as personal essays and stories about how Drew found her way in the kitchen,
learned to cook, planted a garden and raised her first chickens. And, of course, how she learned to slow down, turn to
nature as a teacher, always remembering to be humble and present while celebrating the joys of her family and friends
around the table, both during special occasions as well as amidst the beautiful chaos of everyday life!
Providing a practical treatment to the study of control systems, this text gives an introduction to the topic in the early
chapters, progressing to advanced topics such as optimal control, robustness, Kalman filtering, multivariable systems,
and nonlinear systems in the latter part of the text.
***2021 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER*** Winner of the 2021 Sir Walter Raleigh Award for Fiction Longlisted for
the 2022 Carnegie Medal Fiction, the 2021 Joyce Carol Oates Prize and the 2021 Aspen Words Literary Prize A Read
With Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick! One of Entertainment Weekly's 15 Books you Need to Read This June | On
Entertainment Weekly's "Must List" | One of The NY Post's Best Summer Reading books | One of GMA's 27 Books for
June | One of USA Today's 5 Books Not to Miss | One of Fortune's 21 Most Anticipated Books Coming out in the Second
Half of 2021 | One of The Root's PageTurners: It’s Getting Hot in Here | One of Real Simple's Best New Books to Read
in 2021 An astounding work of fiction from a New York Times bestselling author Jason Mott, always deeply honest, at
times electrically funny, that goes to the heart of racism, police violence, and the hidden costs exacted upon Black
Americans, and America as a whole In Jason Mott’s Hell of a Book, a Black author sets out on a cross-country publicity
tour to promote his bestselling novel. That storyline drives Hell of a Book and is the scaffolding of something much larger
and urgent: since Mott’s novel also tells the story of Soot, a young Black boy living in a rural town in the recent past, and
The Kid, a possibly imaginary child who appears to the author on his tour. As these characters’ stories build and build
and converge, they astonish. For while this heartbreaking and magical book entertains and is at once about family, love
of parents and children, art and money, it’s also about the nation’s reckoning with a tragic police shooting playing over
and over again on the news. And with what it can mean to be Black in America. Who has been killed? Who is The Kid?
Will the author finish his book tour, and what kind of world will he leave behind? Unforgettably told, with characters who
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burn into your mind and an electrifying plot ideal for book club discussion, Hell of a Book is the novel Mott has been
writing in his head for the last ten years. And in its final twists it truly becomes its title.
Provides examples of the different ways in which love can be expressed, with an emphasis on the relationship between
parent and child. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
This book is a study of the motivations that drive increasing numbers of people into the contemporary institution of the
gymnasium that promises its prospective members the opportunity of positive physical transformation through
membership.
The 18 revised full papers presented in this book together with an introductory survey were carefully reviewed and
constitute the documentation of the Second International Workshop on Self-adaptive Software, IWSAS 2001, held in
Balatonfüred, Hungary in May 2001. Self-adaptive software evaluates its own behavior and changes it when the
evaluation indicates that the software does not accomplish what it is intended to do or when better functionality or better
performance is possible. The self-adaptive approach in software engineering builds on well known dynamic features
familiar to Lisp or Java programmes and aims at improving the robustness of software systems by gradually adding new
features of self-adaption or autonomy.
"Looking at men considers how art, medicine, and sport in the 19th century overlapped to reinforce notions of
masculinity. Through a shared violence of human dissection, pugilism, and war, men in artistic and medical professions
secured their masculine status and professional authority. This volume scrutinizes the relationships between the
heteronormative, the homosocial, and the homoerotic in art and depictions of anatomy. Close analysis of works by
Cezanne, Courbet, Degas, Delacroix, Gericault, Millet, Pissarro, and others offers fresh insight, reinforced by parallels
illustrated in literary descriptions of bodies in Frankenstein, Jekyll and Hyde, and Sherlock Holmes. Anthea Callen
examines how ideas of healthy male "normality" and a modern virile masculinity were constructed and negotiated through
these artistic and literary representations; she also measures these virile body images against actual, classed, or
racialized male bodies, delivering lively scholarship that spans art history, history of science, literature, and anthropology,
as well as studies of masculinity and sexuality" -- source : éditeur.
Pulls together an array of popular images from history, fiction, visual arts, anthropology, film, and tourism to provide a
fresh perspective on an enduring Western icon.
In recent years the body has become one of the most popular areas of study in the arts, social sciences and humanities.
Transgressive Bodies offers an examination of a variety of non-normative bodies and how they are represented in film,
media and popular culture. Examining the non-normative body in a cultural studies context, this book reconsiders the
concept of the transgressive body , establishing its status as a culturally mutable term, arguing that popular cultural
representations create the transgressive or freak body and then proceed to either contain its threat or (s)exploit it.
Through studies of extreme bodybuilding, obesity, disability and transsexed bodies, it examines the implications of such
transgressive bodies for gender politics and sexuality. Transgressive Bodies engages with contemporary cultural
debates, always relating these to concrete studies of media and cultural representations. This book will therefore appeal
to scholars across a range of disciplines, including media and film studies, cultural studies, gender studies, sociology,
sports studies and cultural theory.
How was it that Renaissance Christianity could so readily adopt the pagan bodily ideals of ancient Greece, and by what
process did they evolve into the visual language of bodybuilding, hulk calendars and male strippers?
Now twenty years since its initial release, Richard Dyer’s classic text White remains a groundbreaking and insightful
study of the representation of whiteness in Western visual culture. White explores how, while racial representation is
central to the organisation of the contemporary world, white people have remained a largely unexamined category in
sharp contrast to the many studies of images of black and Asian peoples. Looking beyond the apparent unremarkability
of whiteness, Dyer demonstrates the importance of analysing images of white people. Dyer places this representation
within the contexts of Christianity, ‘race’ and colonialism. In a series of absorbing case studies, he shows the
construction of whiteness in the technology of photography and film as part of a wider ‘culture of light’; discusses heroic
white masculinity in muscle-man action cinema, from Tarzan and Hercules to Conan and Rambo; analyses the stifling
role of white women in end-of-empire fictions like Jewel in the Crown and traces the associations of whiteness with death
in Falling Down, horror movies and cult dystopian films such as Blade Runner and the Aliens trilogy. This twentieth
anniversary edition includes a new introductory chapter by Maxime Cervulle entitled ‘Looking into the light: Whiteness,
racism and regimes of representation’. This new introduction illuminates how Dyer has made a major contribution to the
study of contemporary regimes of representation by unveiling the cultural mechanisms that have formed and reinforced
white hegemony, mechanisms under which white people have come to represent what is ordinary, neutral, even
universal.
Ken Follett’s magnificent historical epic begins as five interrelated families move through the momentous dramas of the
First World War, the Russian Revolution, and the struggle for women’s suffrage. A thirteen-year-old Welsh boy enters a
man’s world in the mining pits. . . . An American law student rejected in love finds a surprising new career in Woodrow
Wilson’s White House. . . . A housekeeper for the aristocratic Fitzherberts takes a fateful step above her station, while
Lady Maud Fitzherbert herself crosses deep into forbidden territory when she falls in love with a German spy. . . . And
two orphaned Russian brothers embark on radically different paths when their plan to emigrate to America falls afoul of
war, conscription, and revolution. From the dirt and danger of a coal mine to the glittering chandeliers of a palace, from
the corridors of power to the bedrooms of the mighty, Fall of Giants takes us into the inextricably entangled fates of five
families—and into a century that we thought we knew, but that now will never seem the same again. . . .
Psychopath. The word conjurs up images of serial killers, rapists, suicide bombers, gangsters. But think again: you could
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probably benefit from being a little more psychopathic yourself. Psychologist Kevin Dutton has made a speciality of
psychopathy, and is on first-name terms with many notorious killers. But unlike those incarcerated psychopaths, and all
those depicted in movies and crime fiction, most are not violent, he explains. In fact, says Prof Dutton, they have a lot of
good things going for them. Psychopaths are fearless, confident, charismatic and focused--qualities tailor-made for
success in today's society. The Wisdom of Psychopaths is an intellectual rollercoaster ride that combines lightning-hot
science with unprecedented access to secret monasteries, Special Forces training camps, and high-security hospitals. In
it, you will meet serial killers, war heroes, financiers, movie stars and attorneys--and discover that beneath the hype and
popular characterization, psychopaths have something to teach us. Like the knobs on a mixing deck, psychopathy is
graded. And finding the right combination of psychopathic traits, sampled and mixed at carefully calibrated volumes, can
put us ahead of the game.
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